
 

ClusterMapping.US Data API Documentation 
 
The U.S. Cluster Mapping Project has built an API to provide public, developer-friendly access to the curated and continuously updated data archive on the U.S. 
Cluster Mapping website.  The API is publicly accessible using HTTP requests and returns JSON data.  
 
The vast majority of content on this website has been contributed by federal data sources.  We owe it to the community to make data more accessible and 
reusable, so that developers can build tools that increase exposure for valuable content and facilitate analysis for better decisions. 
 
We’d love to hear from you.  Contact us at cmp@hbs.edu to let us know about what you are building or if you have any feedback, usage questions or suggestions 
about the API. 
 
 

Making Requests 

 
The base URL of the API is: 
 
http://clustermapping.us/data 
 
All data contained by the clustermapping.us site is available in JSON format at this URL.  
 
Since the API uses basic HTTP requests, you can browse through the API methods and content with a web browser. By using a browser extension like JSONView for 
Chrome (here https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/jsonview/chklaanhfefbnpoihckbnefhakgolnmc) or Firefox (here 
https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/jsonview/), the JSON will be formatted for readability and URLs rendered as links. 
 
There are several parameters that can be supplied for discovering and accessing the data you are looking for that are detailed below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Region Data 

 

URL Description Example Output 

/data/region  Returns all the regions with their 

basic data (id, type, code, key, name, 

state).  

 

etc. 



 

/data/region/:type/:code 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Retrieves non-cluster-specific 

economic data for all indicators for 

an entire region, given the type and 

code 

 

:type parameter is for Region Type, 

which can be: 

● State = “state” 

● Economic Area = 

“economic” 

● Metropolitan or 

Micropolitan Statistical Area 

= “msa” 

● County = “county” 

 

:code parameter can be: 

● Region Code = [ID] (FIPS 

code) 

● All regions contained in a 

region type = “all” 

Note: Retrieve Region Code [ID] from 

/data/region/  

 

Example to return all performance & 

drivers data available for Virginia 

across all years:  

/data/region/state/51 
 
Example to return all performance & 

drivers data available for all states 

across all years:  

/data/region/state/all 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

/data/region/:type/:code/:year 

 

 

Retrieves aggregated 

non-cluster-specific economic data 

for all indicators for an entire region 

for a specific year, given the type, 

code, and year. 

 

:type parameter is for Region Type, 

which can be: 

● State = “state” 

● Economic Area = 

“economic” 

● Metropolitan or 

Micropolitan Statistical Area 

= “msa” 

● County = “county” 

 

:code parameter can be: 

● Region Code = [ID] (FIPS 

code) 

● All regions contained in a 

region type = “all” 

Note: Retrieve Region Code [ID] from 

/data/region/  

 

:year parameter can be: 

● Single Year = “2009” 

● All Years = “all”, or omit 

“:year” 

 

Example to return all performance & 

drivers data available for Virginia in 

2009: /data/region/state/51/2009 

 

 

 



 

Cluster Data 

 

 

URL Description Example Output 

/data/cluster  Retrieves basic data for all clusters 

and subclusters. 

 



 

/data/cluster/:cluster/:year/:type/:code 

 

(one way to get cluster-level data, including by a 

range of years) 

Retrieve economic data mapped to a 

specific cluster for a specific year, 

given a region type and region. 

 

:cluster parameter can be: 

● Single Cluster = [ID] 

● All Traded = “traded” 

● All Local = “local” 

● All Clusters = “all” 

 

:year parameter can be: 

● Single Year = “2009” 

● Year Range = “2009,2011” 

● Earliest Year = “earliest” 

● Latest Year = “latest” 

● All Years = “all” 

 

:type parameter can be: 

● Country = “country” 

● State = “state” 

● Economic Area = 

“economic” 

● Micro/Macro Statistical 

Area = “msa” 

 

:code parameter can be: 

● Region Code = [ID] (FIPS 

code) 

● All regions contained in a 

region type = “all” 

Note: Retrieve Region Code [ID] from 

/data/region/  

 

 

 



 

Example to return data available for 

the Apparel cluster in Wisconsin 

across all years: 

/data/cluster/3/all/state/55 
 
Example to return data available for 

the Apparel cluster across all states 

from 2009-2011: 

/data/cluster/3/2009,2010,2011/stat
e/all 

/data/region/:type/:code/:year/:cluster 

 

(another way to get cluster-level data) 

Retrieves aggregated economic data 

for all indicators for an entire region 

for a cluster for a specific year, given 

the type, code, year, and cluster. 

 

:type parameter is for Region Type, 

which can be: 

● State = “state” 

● Economic Area = 

“economic” 

● Metropolitan or 

Micropolitan Statistical Area 

= “msa” 

● County = “county” 

 

:code parameter can be: 

● Region Code = [ID] (FIPS 

code) 

● All regions contained in a 

region type = “all” 

Note: Retrieve Region Code [ID] from 

/data/region/  

 

 



 

:year parameter can be: 

● Single Year = “2009” 

● All Years = “all” 

 

:cluster parameter can be: 

● Single Cluster = [ID] 

● All Traded = “traded” 

● All Local = “local” 

● All Clusters = “all” 

Note: Retrieve cluster [ID] from 

/data/meta/clusters 

 

Example to return data available for 

all clusters in Virginia in 2009: 

/data/region/state/51/2009/all 
 

Example to return all data available 

for the Fishing and Fishing Products 

cluster in Virginia in 2009: 

/data/region/state/51/2009/17 
 
Example to return all data available 

for the Fishing and Fishing Products 

cluster across all states in 2009: 

/data/region/state/all/2009/17 

 

 

Subcluster Data 

 

 

URL Description Example Output 



 

/data/region/:type/:code/:year/:cluster/:subcluste

r 

Retrieves aggregated economic data 

for all indicators for an entire region 

for a subcluster for a specific year, 

given the type, code, year, cluster, 

and subcluster. 

 

:type parameter is for Region Type, 

which can be: 

● State = “state” 

● Economic Area = 

“economic” 

● Metropolitan or 

Micropolitan Statistical Area 

= “msa” 

● County = “county” 

 

:code parameter can be: 

● Region Code = [ID] (FIPS 

code) 

● All regions contained in a 

region type = “all” 

Note: Retrieve Region Code [ID] from 

/data/region/  

 

 

:year parameter can be: 

● Single Year = “2009” 

● All Years = “all” 

 

:cluster parameter can be: 

● Single Cluster = [ID] 

● All Traded = “traded” 

● All Local = “local” 

● All Clusters = “all” 



 

Note: Retrieve cluster [ID] from 

/data/meta/clusters 

 

:subcluster parameter can be: 

● Single Subcluster = [ID] 

● All Subclusters = “all” 

Note: Retrieve subcluster [ID] from 

/data/meta/clusters 

 

Example to return all data available 

for the Distribution and Electronic 

Commerce cluster, Wholesale Trade 

Agents and Brokers subcluster across 

all states in 2009:  

/data/region/state/all/2009/10/3 

 

Example to return all data available 

for the Distribution and Electronic 

Commerce cluster, Wholesale Trade 

Agents and Brokers subcluster in 

Virginia in 2009: 

/data/region/state/51/2009/10/3 

 

 

 

Meta Data 

 

To fully understand and use the Region and Cluster data, it is necessary to understand the meta data underlying it.   There are many ways to access the meta data, 

which exposes the basic parameters needed to fully access the entire data set. 

 

 



 

URL Description Example Output 

/data/meta Retrieves entire set of meta data 

used throughout the site.  Output is 

an aggregate of all data listed below. 

 

/data/meta/dict 

 

Retrieves entire list of keys, labels, 

formats, and other data used for 

indicators throughout the site. 

 



 

/data/meta/regions 

 

Retrieves valid region types 

 

/data/meta/regions/:type 

 

Retrieves basic data, including 

geographic information for all the 

regions of a given type, e.g., 

[country|state|economic|msa]. 

 

:type parameter can be: 

● Country = “country” 

● State = “state” 

● Economic Area = 

“economic” 

● Micro/Macro Statistical 

Area = “msa”  

 

Example:  

/data/meta/regions/state 

 



 

/data/meta/years 

 

Retrieves a list of the years for which 

data is included. 

 

/data/meta/clusters 

 

Retrieves a full list of clusters and 

subclusters, including NAICS codes. 

 

/data/meta/cluster/:id 

 

Retrieves cluster meta data for the 

given cluster ID. 

 

Similar to all clusters above, but filtered on single cluster. 



 

Example:  

/data/meta/cluster/4 

/data/meta/cluster/:id/:sub 

 

Retrieves subcluster meta data for 

the given cluster and subcluster ID. 

 

Example:  

/data/meta/cluster/4/1 

 

 

 



Field Name Description Example Value

id Object Id region/state/56

type_t Object Type region

region_code_t Numeric Code 56

region_type_t Region Type state

area_type_t Type of Area state

abbr_t Region 2 letter code WY

name_t Region name Wyoming

region_name_t Region name Wyoming

region_short_name_t Region name (short version) Wyoming

key_t Alphabetic code wyoming

region_length_tf Region shape size 22.001879

region_area_tf Area size 27.971704

region_int_lat_tf Geographic Latitude 42.991802

region_int_lon_tf Geographic Longitude -107.54192

region_state_code_t State Numeric Code 56

timestamp Object creation time

Possible Values

county, area, statistical, micropolitan, metropolitan, economic, state, territory

2015-02-27T12:59:59.593Z



Field Name Description Example Value

id Object id

type_t Object type cluster

cluster_name_t Cluster name

cluster_code_t Cluster numeric code 116

key_t Alphabetic code

year_t Year 2012

region_type_t Region type state

region_code_t Region numeric code 56

region_name_t Region name Wyoming

region_short_name_t Region name (short) Wyoming

region_area_type_t Region area type state

region_key_t Region alphabetic code wyoming

traded_b Cluster is traded FALSE

subcluster_b Cluster is subcluster TRUE

empflag_t Employment adjustment flag

emp_tl Employment 239

emp_reported_tl Employment Reported 179

qp1_tl 2326

est_tl 19

ap_tl 8814

private_wage_tf 49240.223

rec_count_tl 2

supression_b FALSE

sub_name_t

sub_code_t 4

parent_key_t

naics_b TRUE

lq_tf 3.2557478

region_emp_per_tf 0.0017383462

cluster_emp_per_tf 0.006018029

emp_tl_rank_i 37

cluster/state/56/116/2012/4

Local Industrial Products and Services

local_industrial_products_and_services_miscellaneous_equipment_rental_and_leasing

Miscellaneous Equipment Rental and Leasing

local_industrial_products_and_services



Field Name Description Example Value

emp_tl_per_rank_i 37

private_wage_tf_rank_i 3

3

lq_tf_rank_i 1

lq_tf_per_rank_i 1

est_tl_rank_i 45

est_tl_per_rank_i 45

timestamp

private_wage_tf_per_rank_i

2015-02-27T13:07:46.252Z



Field ending with Type

_tl long integer

_b boolean

_txt

_t text string

_tf float

_i integer

array of text values


